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Art Glass Murals:
Dimensions: 16' high x 150' long, typical for both pieces
Rear cavity: 11' from rear of glass framing to building façade
Lighting: (36) M454-150G-S-99-2-VL-0 (18 per mural), with 		
AEDV20D0F cross baffle and AFK00500D fuse kit
Estimated illuminance: 15 fcai on rear vertical surface of glass
Estimated power density: 1.25 W/sf of art glass

elliptipar Style M454
The $383M renovation of San
Francisco International Airport’s
domestic Terminal 2 earned LEED
Gold certification for its sustainable
features. The airport implemented
programs for waste reduction,
reclaimed water reuse, greenhouse
gas mitigation, and sustainable
food concessions. Updated facilities
include a Zen-inspired “recomposure
zone” after the security checkpoint,
work and “living room” seating areas,
and free wireless throughout the
terminal. Terminal 2’s 14 gates can
serve 5.5 million passengers per year.
San Francisco’s Art Enrichment
Ordinance mandates public art
in civic building projects; a new
commissioned piece flanks the main
entry in two 16' x 150' parts, Air Over
Under by Norie Sato. The abstracted
images evoke perspectives of flying
above and below the clouds. Each 4'
x 10' laminated glass panel, produced
at Franz Mayer of Munich, Inc.,
consists of two layers of glass, one
hand-painted with glass enamels
and one with a silkscreened white
ceramic frit dotted pattern. The
appearance of the layers shifts in
clarity and abstraction with one’s
vantage point.

The surface mounted M454 with external
“feet” and an internal splice compartment
coordinates easily with exposed structural
framing and direct conduit entry. Durable
aluminum construction features an extruded
reflector, door frame and ballast housing.
Style M454 is Cradle to Cradle Certified ,
designating environmental safety and
reusability in component materials.
CM

elliptipar Style M454 uplights with 150W CMH
lamps illuminate the skylight structure and
backdrop wall surface behind the art panels.
Inter-reflected light from those surfaces
backlights the panels uniformly, providing faithful
color rendition.

Cradle to Cradle Certified CM is
a certification mark licensed
by the Cradle to Cradle
Products Innovation Institute.

The M454 uplights are mounted 8' from the
main building façade and spaced 8' o.c. along
the steel framing.
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